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Brown Bag Session

Prof. Dr. Marion Möhle

Brown Bag Sessions have a long tradition at British and American universities: a professional exchange at noon with a brought-along lunch. This course is designed for anyone who looks for an alternative to the cafeteria in a relaxed atmosphere and who additionally wants to acquire a credit point. In addition, the Brown Bag Session provides a way to turn “internationalization at home” into reality: both incoming students and possible guest lecturers from our partner universities will be involved. We will read short specialized papers and presentations from the fields of social work, health care and nursing sciences and education and discuss them in English – with translation assistance and comprehensive information in order to achieve a good entry for all students who may have believed that (professional) English was too difficult. But also students already possessing a high working knowledge of English will find sufficient material for reading and discussion. According to knowledge and interests of the participants, we will work both in groups and in plenary sessions.